
You're Going Back to Visiting...

Expect the Unexpected!

Some tips to help you return to visiting
after a long hiatus due to Covid.

Presented by Training Committee and Staff



Goals for Training
As more facilities are reopening visiting, we want to convey

practical tips and information about what visitors might encounter

in returning to visiting after Covid 

Facilities differ locally, hence what we describe here is not

universally applicable, but is based on early re-opening

experiences



information to help local coordinators ask pertinent

questions about how your institution might be handling

visiting

BOP framework for managing COVID modifications to

visiting procedures

some common visiting room configurations and scheduling

procedures that have emerged  

The session will present:



Remember, returning to visiting is
YOUR decision!

Returning to visiting is an individual decision about your safety

and comfort.

PVS is not pushing returning to visit as a requirement, but only

when you feel ready.

If you chose to hold off on returning to in person visiting, you

may continue to write letters. 



There is no way for us to know the vaccination status of any

prisoner or staff you may come into contact with. If you would like

more information on the BOP's general response to Covid, you can

visit their website at:

https://www.bop.gov/coronavirus/
Halfway down the page, there is a section entitled COVID-19 Vaccine

Implementation where you can find information by facility.

Keep in Mind



Before Your First Visit (Part 1)
Contact your local coordinator; if you ARE the local coordinator,

you must contact the Reentry Affairs Coordinator at your facility.

Make sure you are up to date on your badge and training.

This may require a "letter of endorsement," which the PVS

office can provide.

PVS official policy is that all visitors shall be fully vaccinated for the

safety of all concerned.

Some facilities are requiring proof of vaccination.



Bureau of Prisons Tiered Facility
Response System 

The BOP has created a "stop light" style system of operations to
evaluate current facility and community spread.

 
Level 1: GREEN

 
Level 2: YELLOW

 
Level 3: RED



Bureau of Prisons Tiered Facility
Response System 

A full breakdown of level specific modifications can be found at:
https://www.bop.gov/coronavirus/covid19_modified_operations_guide.jsp



Before Your First Visit (Part 2)
Check your facilities page on the BOP website.

Step 1:

Step 2: 



Before Your First Visit (Part 2)
Find your facility.

Step 3:



Before Your First Visit (Part 2)
Go to your facilities page.

Step 4:

Towards the

middle of the

page, you will

see what level

of modified

operations the

facility is on.



Before Your First Visit (Part 3)
Confirm those on your visiting or waiting list.

Step 1:   Go back to the BOP website.

Step 2: 

Find the
Inmate
Locator.



Before Your First Visit (Part 3)
Confirm those on your visiting or waiting list.

Step 2:   Use the inmate locator to search - you can use their full
name or number.



Before Your First Visit (Part 3)
Confirm those on your visiting or waiting list.

Step 3: Review your results.

Confirm they are still at your facility
 

If they were transferred, make note
of the new facility and alert your local

coordinator and the PVS office.
 

If they were released, it will say
"Released on:" with a date. Alert your
local coordinator and the PVS office.
Your local coordinator can provide

you with a new person to visit.



Every facilities visiting room is going to look different.
Overall, set ups trend in a few categories:

Possible Visiting Room Configurations

In the visiting room: limited seating behind
plexiglass barriers
In the visiting room: limited seating across an
enforced distance (6ft +)
Fully non-contact visits: Between glass using
phones to communicate.

The following are a few examples of visiting room set ups we have seen.



Possible Visiting Room Configurations

In separate rooms through
glass using phones to

communicate.

In the same room, with space and a
plexiglass divider.

The BOP has not provided photos of their visiting rooms, these are 
examples from state facilities found online. 



All seating configurations require
properly wearing a face mask.

Staff will remind you if your mask slips down during your visit.



Visiting Time Constraints

Again, every facility will have different constraints on visiting
during modified operations. 
Overall, set ups trend in a few categories:

Limited numbers allowed to visit / by reservation
Block visiting times 
Unit separation and visiting days assigned to units

All scheduling will be done through your local coordinator or the
Reentry Affairs Coordinator at the prison.



General Covid Restrictions
Every facility will have different constraints on visiting during
modified operations. However, these are the modifications we hear
most often.

Masks required inside all facilities
Vaccination required (see also PVS policy)
Temperature and symptom screening on entry
No vending machine or photo access
No physical contact
Short staffing limitations



Working with your Reentry Affairs Coordinator
Rely on your point of contact (RAC, chaplain, etc) to help manage
block and unit assignments for scheduling visits.
Some facilities are strict about re-entry (one and done) while
others allow visitors to return for separate blocks on the same
day.
Visiting reservations may be handled by different staff due to
short staffing. Show them the same level of respect as you do
with your usual contact. 
As an added layer of protection, bring your memo when you visit.
Most importantly:                Be flexible and patient!



After Your Visit

Complete a quick report by going to the PVS website: 

Click on "Visitor Resources:"



After Your Visit

Enter the case sensitive password:

Click on "Visitation Report Form:"

Visitor1



After Your Visit
Complete the report form! 
All you need is the name and number
of the people you visited. Your report
can be as brief or in depth as you
would like.

After you hit "Submit," you will receive
a copy, one will go to the national
office, and one will go to your local
coordinator.

If you ever have any issues with the form, CONTACT US.



Questions



Thank you for joining us!
Thank you to the Training Committee for all their

hard work putting this training together.
 

If you remember a question you meant to ask,
contact us! We are here to help.

pvs@prisonervisitation.org
215-241-7117 (Office)


